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In the years following July 2013 the judicial authorities began to issue death sentences 
excessively in cases where civilians were tried before military courts or before extraordinary 
chambers such as terrorism tribunals in civil courts. During this period, the authorities carried 
out executions in 13 cases involving acts of political violence, eight of which were before 
military courts1 and five cases before civil courts, the last of which was the executing of nine 
persons in the case commonly known as “the assassination of the Attorney General” which 
was widely condemned on local and international levels2, raising the number of executed 
persons in more than five years ago to at least 47 people. In which the defendants faced - 
with the rest of convicts in these cases - gross violations, breaching the most basic standards 
of fair trial, which must be met, especially in the death penalty cases. 

In the Universal Periodic Review (UPI) of the human rights status in Egypt at the twenty-
eighth session of the Human Rights Council in 2014, five countries have recommended the 
ratification of the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, which stipulates the abolition of the death penalty.3 A recommendation that 
Egypt has categorically rejected4. Egypt received 15 more recommendations demanding an 
immediate moratorium on executions and the abolition of the death penalty,5 which Egypt 
did not welcome6 as well. Four countries recommended that civilians should be tried before 
civilian courts and that military trials for civilians should be suspended, which Egypt had 
partially supported. Eight countries recommended that Egypt abides by guarantees of fair 
trial and ensures fair and equitable judicial procedures in accordance with international 
standards,7 which Egypt has supported.8

However, the Egyptian penal code stipulates the death penalty as a punishment for 
dozens of crime, including the following articles; Penal code 58/1937 and its amendments, 
Military judgments code 25/1966 and Arms and Ammunition code 394/1954 and even the 
Anti-Narcotics code 182/1960. The Egyptian state has not made any amendments to limit the 
scope of crimes punished by execution. And despite its partial support for suspending the 
military trials for civilians, the Egyptian president issued decree 136/2014 which makes vital 
installations count as military establishments, allowing the penalization of assaulting public 
facilities before military courts.9

1 Egyptian Front for Human Rights, Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies, Committee for Justice, Egyptian Commission for Rights 
and Freedoms, Adalah Center for Rights and Freedoms, and ElNadeem Center. Joint report: “Military execution: report on the exe-
cution verdicts of the military courts imposed against civilians between July 2013 and September 2018”, 15 October 2018.
https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2018/10/military-execution
2 Egyptian Front for Human Rights and Committee for Justice. Joint report. “The execution of victims: An analytical report on Case 
No. 1300 for the year 2016, east of Cairo known to the media as “the assassination of the Attorney General”, 22 February 2019 
https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2019/02/execution-1300y2016
3 See the Universal Periodic Review of Egypt’s human rights status in 2014: (1-166, Turkey) (2-166, Rwanda) (3-166, Portugal) 
(Chile) (Gabon, 5-166) 
4 See Egypt’s response to the report of the UPR’s team: Paragraph 8
5 See the Universal Periodic Review of Egypt’s human rights status in 2014: (166-101, Argentina) (166-102, Romania) (166-103, 
Spain) (166-104, Hungary, France, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway) (108-166, Turkey) (108-166, Black Mountain) (166-
111, Portugal)
6 See Egypt’s response to the report of the UPR’s team: Paragraph 8
7 See the Universal Periodic Review of Egypt’s human rights status in 2014: (166-177, Belgium) (166-178, Czech Republic) (166-
179, France) (166-180, Ireland) (166-181 Luxembourg) (166-182, Norway) (166-183, Canada) (166- 184, Mexico)
8 See Egypt’s response to the report of the UPR’s team: Paragraph 12
9 Egyptian Front for Human Rights, Committee for Justice, Nedal Center. Joint Report: “Death in Egypt: An Analytical Report on 
the Death Penalty in the duration of July 2013 - December 2018” , 11 Febaury 2019 https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2019/02/execu-
tion-in-egypt 

Introduction
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On a different note, defendants in death row cases, especially the ones of a political 
nature, were subjected to serious violations that breached their right to a fair trial, since the 
moment they were arrested and until a verdict had been issued. Accordingly, the report aims 
at ensuring that the executive and judicial authorities commit to international standards 
and respect rights of the defendants, which are guaranteed by laws, the constitution and 
international conventions, especially in these cases, since violating them counts as imposing 
arbitrary executions.

This report is divided in two main sections; The first section highlights the data of 
execution cases in 2018, the ones which have been carried out, and the ones which have 
exhausted judicial proceedings, and the ones where the death sentence was issued as a 
preliminary ruling, all of which according to the Egyptian Front’s monitoring of the death 
penalty during the year. While the second section highlights the most prominent violations 
the defendants were subjected to in 10 cases of execution in 2018. As most of the defendants 
encountered violations, the most conspicuous of which were enforced disappearances, 
physical and moral coercions to extort confessions, absence of lawyers in preliminary 
interrogation sessions, ignoring and delaying referral to forensics and lastly poor conditions 
in prisons. 

The report based its monitoring of the death penalty data in 2018 on; various media and 
correspondence with lawyers. While it relied its analysis of violations against the defendants 
on the analysis of official records of the 10 cases where the defendants were preliminary 
sentenced to death during 2018, which are currently pending before the Court of Cassation 
or Military appeals.
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Methodology of the report
The report in its second section based its monitoring and documentation of violations 

on; analysing official documents of 10 cases out of 18 with death sentences, all which are of 
a political nature, from the first instance courts whether they are criminal courts or military 
tribunals during the year 2018. And also through analysing and scrutinizing the prosecution’s 
investigations with the defendants, and their referral orders or indictments, in addition to 
the analysis of a number of court records and the memoranda of some of the defendants’ 
lawyers.

The purpose of this type of documentation is to strengthen the testimony of the victims 
by referring to statements and pleadings that have been attested by the prosecution or the 
court in official records during the investigation and trial stages. This helps in monitoring 
the interaction of different parties towards the violations of the defendants  and presenting 
an unblurred picture of the treatment the defendant’s were dealt with in these cases.10

The 10 death row cases that will be addressed in this report, according to the 
timeframe of issuing the verdicts are:-

Case 288/2015 military commonly known as killing Colonel Wael Tahoon

Case 2076/2015 East of Cairo commonly known as Daa’esh of Damietta

Case 14016/2015 Criminal Owseem Center commonly known as Owseem’s cell

Case 2572/2015 Criminal Imbamba station known as Imbamba Cell

Case 8146/2015 Criminal Police Center Abu Hammad

Case 36807/2015 criminal Belbes center registered at number 1784/2015 south 
of Zagzig,  Case 36/2015, east of Cairo known as AlKhosous Ambush

Case 11/2015 Criminal west military known as the Case of the state of Giza11

Case 165/2017 criminal military Alexandria commonly known as the case of 
blowing up churches, and

Case 2870/2014 South of Cairo commonly known as Supporters of Shariah.

10 Egyptian Front for Human Rights, “Officially Documented: Manual of documenting rights violation through official documents of 
cases”, 6 September 2018  https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2018/09/mothbat-bel-awraq
11 Khadiga Afifi. Ahbar AlYoum. “Mitigation of the death death penalty by hanging for a defendant and ratificing the remaining 
sentences for the defendants of (state of Giza)” 25 February 2019,  https://goo.gl/MYwudC 
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An outlook on the death 
sentences in cases of 
political natural in 2018 

The year 2018 showed an unprecedented increase in issuing death sentences by the 
Egyptian Criminal Courts and the Military Judiciary for those convicted of committing 
criminal acts or crimes of terrorism or political violence. This year, at least 737 people were 
sentenced to death in comparison to 240 people who received the same penalty in 2017, 
according to the monitoring of the Egyptian Front.12 In political cases, 185 people were 
sentenced to death during 2018, 147 were sentenced by criminal courts and 38 received the 
verdict through military trials. At least 46 people were executed during that period, 9 of 
them in political cases, while the Court of Cassation and the Military Court of Appeals issued 
final and binding sentences for the execution of at least 51 people, 37 of them in political 
cases.13

• Cases where the execution took place

Case No. Media Name Court Execution 
Date

Number of 
Deceased

Names of Deceased

325/2015, 
Criminal Mil-
itary

Kafr 
ElSkhaikh 
Stadium 

Military January 2 4 Lotfy Ibrahim Ismail, 
Ahmed Abdel Moneim 
Salama and Sameh 
Abdullah Mohammed 
and Fekih Abdel Latif 
Radwan

397 Criminal 
west of Alex-
andria

Abo Saree’ Military January 23 1 Mohamed Ahmed Mo-
hamed Abu Saree’

93/2011,  
Criminal Is-
mailia 

Rape Incident Military January 9 3 Mohamed Gamal, 
Mohamed Mosbah and 
Mohamed Ibrahim

11/2014 Crim-
inal Partial 
North of 
Sinai  

Auda Soli-
man

Military January 31 1 Auda Soliman

382/2014 Mil-
itary

Murdering a 
police ser-
geant

Military March 22 2 Soliman Muslem Eid Ra-
bie and Robhy Gomaa 
Hussein

119/2016 Mil-
itary Criminal 
Suez

Al-Gabarti Military June 26 1 AbdelRahman Ibrahim 
Mahmoud

12 Amnesty International. “Death sentence in 2017: Facts and Numbers” 12 April 2018. https://www.amnesty.org/ar/latest/
news/2018/04/death-penalty-facts-and-figures-2017 
13 Egyptian Front for Human rights. “ Continuous and Escalating: A monitoring report of the death sentence in Egypt during 2018” 
31 December, 2018. https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2018/12/deathpen2018-2 
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• Cases upholding the death sentence

Case no. Media 
name

Court Date of 
cassation 
verdict

Cassation verdict

938/2014
Criminal 
Kerdasa

Nabil Farrag Civil January 20 3 Mohamed Said Farag, 
Mohamed Abdel Samieh 
Hamida and Salah Fathi Nahas

174/2015 
West Military

Advanced 
Operations 
Cell

Military March 26 2 In favour of the death 
sentence Ahmed al-Ghazali 
and Abdul-Basir Abdul Raouf

8473/2013
Criminal 
Matay

Matay 
Incidents

Civil April 28 6 Saadawi Abdelkader, Ismael 
Khalifa, Ali Shorbagi, 
Mohamed Sayed, Mohamed 
Aref and Mustafa Mahmoud

12749/2013
Criminal 
Kerdasa 
Station

Kerdasa 
Massacre

Civil September 
24

20 Sa'id Abdel-Salam, Abdel 
Rahim Abdel Halim, Ahmed 
Mohamed Mohamed El 
Shahid, Walid Saad Abu 
Amira, Shehfat Mostafa 
Mohamed Ali, Mohamed Rizk 
Abou El Soud, Ashraf Rizk, 
Ahmed Aweys Hamouda, 
Essam Abdel Moati, Ahmed 
Abdel Nabi Fadel, Badr Abdel 
Nabi Zaqzouq, Qutb Sayed 
Qutb Ahmed, Amr Mohamed 
El Sayed Omar, Ezzat Said 
Mohamed El Attar, Ali Sayed 
Ali El Kenawy, Abdullah Saeed 
Abdel Qane, Mohamed Amer 
Youssef El Seidy, Ahmed Abdel 
Salam Ahmed, Arbat Abdel 
Latif Ibrahim, Mostafa El Sayed 
El Qarfash

81/2016
Supreme 
State Security 
Crimes

The 
Attorney’s 
General

Civil November 
25

9 Ahmad Mohammed Taha 
Wahdan, Abu al-Qasim Ahmad 
Ali Yousef, Ahmad Jamal 
Ahmed Mahmoud Hijazi, 
Mahmud al-Ahmadi Abdul 
Rahman Ali Wahdan, Abu 
Bakr al-Sayed Abdul Majeed 
Ali, Abdul Rahman Sulaiman 
Khoash, Ahmad Muhammad 
al-Dajwi, Ahmad Mahrous 
Sayed Abdul Rahman and 
Islam Muhammad Ahmad 
Makkawi

no. of defendants.
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• Cases in which death is sentenced

Case no. Media name Court Date of 
verdict

No. of 
defendants

20352/2014 Criminal 
Kerdasa

Kerdasa Events Civil January 14 1

288/2015 Military Wael Tahoun Military January 17 8
2076/2015 East Cairo Daa’esh Damietta Civil January 22 21
14016/2015 Owseem 
Station Criminal/ 
2719/2015 East Giza

Owseem Cell Civil February 
19

4

2572/2015 Criminal 
Imbaba

Imbaba Cell Civil March 10 10

8146/2015 Criminal 
Police Station Abu 
Hammad

Murder of  a police 
officer in Sharqia 

Civil July 12 7

36807/2015 Criminal 
Belbees Station, 
registered 1784/2015 
South Zagazig

Murder of three police 
officers in Sharqia 

Civil July 12 11

36/2017 East Cairo Al-Khosous Ambush Military August 28 6
268/2015 Criminal West 
Military

Niger Embassy Civil August 28 1

34150/2015 
Criminal Nasr City/ 
2985/20152015 East 
Cairo

Rabaa Sit-in Dispersal Civil September 
8

75

9310/2014 Criminal 
Samallot

Samallot Events Civil September 
12

3

300/2014 Criminal 
Aladwa

AlAdwa Events Military September 
23

4

11/2017 Criminal West 
Alexandria 

State of Giza Military October 8 4

165/2017 Criminal 
Military Alexandria

Blowing up churches Civil October 11 17

2870/2014 East Cairo Supporters of Sharia Civil October 14 3
325/2017 Criminal 
Military Ismailia

State of Sinai Military November 
7

8

186/2014 Criminal 
Zaitoun Station

Tanta Cell Civil November 
17

1

4/2018 East Cairo Murder of Coast Doctor Civil 1

The ten highlighted cases are the ones the report focused on analysing their documents.

In the 10 cases of a political nature where the defendants are sentenced to death during 
2018, most of them have encountered gross violations that breached rights guaranteed by 
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laws, the constitution and international covenants, most conspicuous of which are; enforced 
disappearances, torture, absence of lawyers and non-referral to forensic medicine. All which 
did not affect the court’s decision in issuing  execution verdicts in these cases, where the 
defendants were accused acts of violence for political purposes.

The most prominent charges against those sentenced to death in 2018 (In the 10 
highlighted cases)

Joining 
terrorist 
Group 

Possession 
of fire-
arms

vandalism Establishing a 
group

Murder Participation in 
a criminal
agreement

Possession 
of
ammunition

122 182 82 70 67 58 59

Incitement 
to murder

Broadcast-
ing false 
news

Possession of 
explosives 

Funding Protesting 
without a 
licence 

Leadership 
of a group 

Attempted 
murder

52 52 43 37 28 23 20

• Enforced Disappearance of the defendants
Basing on the analysis of the official documents of the 10 cases, the majority of 

the defendants were denied communication with the outside world, through enforced 
disappearance following their arrest in detention centers of the national security services. 
Their disappearances ranged for different periods, some of which exceeded 90 days. 

In comparing the dates of arrest as accounted by the defendants during their 
interrogation by the prosecution to the official dates of arrest, we found that at least 137 
defendants out of 192 have been forcibly disappeared for periods exceeding three months, 
in detention facilities that varied between national security headquarters, Galaa camp in 
Ismailia (Al-Azouli), as well as security directories and police stations. Adding to that the 
contradictions of arrest locations which are revealed through official reports in comparison 
to the statements of 73 defendants in the investigations.

The most prominent 
violations of the rights of 
those sentenced to death  
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Owseem 
Case

Imbaba 
cell

Wael 
Tahoun

State 
of Giza

South 
of 
Zagzig

Al-   
Khousous 
Ambush

Defendants in 
detention

33 15 3 14 19 40 11 41 4 12

Claims of be-
ing subjected 
to enforced 
disappearance

6 9 1 6 6 25 7 12 4 5

                                                                                   Enforced disappearance in the 10 cases

Da’esh of Damiett
Supporters of Sharia 

Blowing up 
churches

Abu Hamad case
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Through enforced disappearances the authorities violate rights guaranteed to the 
people through local laws and international covenants, the most important of which:

• Article 2 from the International Convention for The Protection of All Persons 
from Enforced Disappearances which stipulates that “the arrest, detention, 
abduction or any other form of deprivation of liberty by agents of the State or 
persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence 
of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by 
concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place 
such a person outside the protection of the law.”14

• Article 54 of the Egyptian Constitution, amended in 2014, provides that: 
“it is not permitted to arrest, search, lie, or restrict the freedom of anyone in 
any way except by virtue of a reasoned judicial order that was required in the 
context of an investigation. All those whose freedoms have been restricted shall 
be immediately informed of the causes therefor, notified of their rights in writing, 
be allowed to immediately contact their family and lawyer, and be brought before 
the investigating authority within twenty-four hours of their freedoms having 
been restricted.”15

• Egyptian law of legal procedures related to the proceedings concerning 
the arrest of defendants; in terms of issuing the arrest order, and that they must 
be brought before prosecution within  twenty-four hours of their arrest, and the 
prosecution’s right to supervise the detention facilities and to ensure that there 
are no illegal detainees.16 

To give an illustration of this, we refer to statements made by defendant, Omar Saad, 
in the case of blowing up churches - brother of fugitive defendant, Amro Saad - in his 
first interrogation session on february 4, 2017 where he said he was subjected to enforced 
disappearance for 55 days before being brought to prosecution. “I have been detained 
for 44 days, I wasn’t going to Libya or anything, I was going to my brother Amro, as I said 
in details in the investigation,” He said in response to the date of arrest mentioned in the 
official records of detention dated February 3, 2017.

As for Mohamed Yousef Abu Bakr, defendant in the same case of blowing up churches, 
his wife had submitted telegraphs to each of the Prosecutor General, the Interior Ministry 
Aide for human rights and Qena’s Attorney General in dates prior to the dates of arrest cited 
in the official records on January 22, 2017, as she stated that her husband has disappeared 
for no less than a month after his arrest on December 22,2016 while he was in Cairo.

14 The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (ICPPED) https://www.ohchr.org/ar/
hrbodies/ced/pages/conventionced.aspx
15 Egypt’s Constitution of 2014 https://manshurat.org/node/14675 
16 Criminal Procedures Code no. 150 of 1950, amended in 27 April 2017: Articles from 34 - 60 https://manshurat.org/node/14676 
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As for the case of Owseem,17 defendant “Ahmed Hassan Tantawi” said he was subjected 
to enforced disappearance for 8 days, which is revealed through monitoring the difference 
of the arrest date in the official arrest records which is May 17, 2015 whereas the arrest date 
mentioned by the defendant in the investigations is May 9, 2015.

Also, through analysing the statements of “Mohamed Yehia AlShahat”, defendant 
in the case of Shariah supporters, who was kept at Al-Azouli Military Prison for around a 
month and a half, his enforced disappearance unfolds… in his interrogation session dated 
July 22, 2014, AlShahat said, “This is not true at all, at this date I was in Al-Azouli prison, I 
was arrested 23/3/2014, which is before this date by around a month and a half.”

The comparison between the official records and the statements of the defendants 
does not only reveal the difference in dates of arrest, but also the difference in locations 
of arrest. In the State of Giza case defendant “Essam Khamis Farag Mohamed” who was 
forcibly disappeared for around 22 days said that he “turned himself in at Kerdasa police 
station” while the official records state that the authorities arrested him through an ambush 
in Haram Street intersection with AlMaryotia.

These statements expose the prosecution’s disregard towards claims of differences in 
locations and dates of arrest, which are if true they squander the whole process of arrest and 
detention, as it would be in breach of the Egyptian constitution and the Criminal Procedures 
Code.

• Physical and moral coercion to extort confessions
Through analysing the official records of the 10 death sentence cases and after 

studying the statements made by the defendants during interrogation sessions held by the 
prosecution; it is revealed that around half of the detained defendants have been subjected 
to either physical or moral pressure to coerce confessions of the charges attributed to them. 
All through the use of different forms of physical and psychological abuse. 

It is revealed through the claims of the defendants in the course of interrogation by 
the prosecution, that at least 83 out of 192 defendants were subjected to physical and moral 
duress, ranging between different forms of torture, 59 persons said that they were beaten, 
57 said they were electrocuted, 30 were subject to hanging and 22 were threatened that 
their families would be subjected to torture, according to the defendants. The prosecution 
confirmed the allegations of 44 defendants of being tortured during the defendants’ contest 
before the investigation began.

17 Egyptian Front for Human Rights and Beladi Center for Rights and Freedoms. Joint Report. “Non-Binding laws: Analytical report 
on violations of Child rights and fair trial guarantees in the case of Owseem Cell, 2719/2015 North of Giza, where death is sen-
tenced” 18 March, 2018  https://egyptianfront.org/ar/2018/03/othem-case/ 
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Owseem 
Case

Imbaba 
cell

Wael 
Tahoun

State 
of Giza

South 
of 
Zagzig

Al-   
Khousous 
Ambush

Detained
Defendants

33 15 3 14 19 40 11 41 4 12

Defendants 
subjected to 
torture

20 4 0 8 13 25 5 1 2 5

               An infograph clarifying allegations of torture in the 10 death sentence cases

                                                         Types of torture the defendants were subjected to

Through physical and moral coercion the authorities violate rights guaranteed to 
people by local laws and international covenants, the most important of which: 

• Article 1 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which Egypt is signatory to defines torture 
as “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is 
intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a 
third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third 
person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or 
coercing him or a third person.”18

• Article 52 of the Egyptian Constitution, amended in 2014, states that 
torture in all its forms is a crime, with no statute of limitations. Article 55 also 
provides that “All those who are apprehended, detained or have their freedom 
restricted shall be treated in a way that preserves their dignity. They may not be 
tortured, terrorized, or coerced. They may not be physically or mentally harmed, 
or arrested and confined in designated locations that are appropriate according 
to humanitarian and health standards, and “Any statement that is proven to have 
been given by the detainee under pressure of any of that which is stated above, 
or the threat of such, shall be considered null and void.”19

• Article 302 of the Egyptian Code of Legal Procedure stipulates that “Any 
statement proved to have been made by one of the defendants or witnesses under 
duress or threats is nullified and unreliable.”20

18 The International Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment https://www.
ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cat.aspx
19 The Egyptian Constitution, ibid. 
20 Criminal Procedures Code, ibid.

Da’esh of Damiett
Supporters of Sharia 

Blowing up 
churches

Abu Hamad case
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 As a case in point of these violations, we refer to statements made by “Mohamed 
Fawzy Abdel A’ati” defendant in Owseem Cell case, in an interrogation session on February 
17, 2015:

“They hit me with sticks and iron objects, they electrocuted me with a taser while I was 
blindfolded… I am wounded in my left shoulder, back, my whole hand and my right rib, 
they hit me with sticks and iron and they handcuffed me and hit me on my left and rights 
arms from above, I was blinded, they hit me on my finger in the left hand. I got beaten on 
my legs near my thighs and from the outside with a rod on my face, I got beaten on my back 
with something like a rod, they kept slapping me on the face, I was bleeding from my nose, 
they also electrocuted me in sensitive areas.”

As for statements made by “Waleed Refaat Mohamed Hassan Ibrahim”, defendant 
in the case of the assassination of Wael Tahoon, in an interrogation session dated June 15, 
2015: 

“They blindfolded me and took me a place which I later learned was the National 
Security Headquarters in Lazagholi, I was there at 10 am on the same day of my arrival which 
was May 29, 2015. I remained in detention and blindfolded while being questioned on my 
ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, so I told them the same as I said today in the investigation 
because it is the truth, despite that, during the first two days I was subjected to beating and 
torture with electricity in several parts of my body using electricity cables. This torture left 
marks in my penis, thighs and bruises in both my arms. I was always blindfolded while being 
tortured, they tortured me to confirm I was telling the truth and not hiding anything”, which 
was proven by the prosecution during its contesting of the defendant before the beginning 
of the interrogation and in another investigation dated June 28, 2015 as defendant Waleed 
said in response to the prosecution’s question of who attacked him: “I don’t know because I 
was blindfolded, in addition to this torture I was threatened of sexual assaults and bringing 
my wife to sexually violate her before my eyes.” 

As for the case commonly known as “Daa’esh of Damietta”, defendant Khaled Mostafa 
Mostafa Hussien said in an interrogation session dated September 21, 2014: “I demand my 
release, I want to say that in Al-Azouli prison I was hanging from my hands - behind me - and 
I was electrocuted in all of my body, I was hitten with a sharp object in my testicles, there 
are wounds in the testicles.” as for the defendant in the same case “Khaled Ali Mahmoud 
AlNashar” in the interrogation session dated August 9, 2014, he said “ They hanged me 
on the door as I said and they electrocuted me in my body, and they took off my close, 
the assaults resulted in a fracture of my left wrist, I felt severe pains in my left hand,” the 
prosecution had these claims proven before the investigation started during contesting the 
defendant. 

As for Al-Khosous Ambush case, convict “Ibrahim Abdel Zaher Mofeed Ahmed” said in 
his interrogation session dated December 10, 2016: “They tortured me through electricity 
by tasing me all over my body, I told them what happened with me and what I did but they 
didn’t believe me”, as for the defendant in Zagazig case “Hafez Mohamed Hussien” he said 
in an interrogation session dated September 22, 2015” They took me to the state security of 
Zagazig, they tortured and beat me then they brought me here,” which was verified by the 
defendant in the same case “Maher Rabee’ Abdel Zaher” who said in the same interrogation 
session: “They asked me about bombings that took place in the city council of Abu Hammad 
and they kept torturing us with electricity.”

Concluding from the aforementioned statements; The confessions made by most of 
the defendants were made under duress, and thus they become inadmissible and unreliable 
according to the constitution. Which is a matter the prosecution should have verified by 
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opening an independent investigation into these statements, and referring the detainees 
immediately to forensic examination after allegations of being subjected to torture.

• Absence of lawyers in preliminary interrogation sessions
The prosecution’s interrogation with the defendants in the 10 cases in question reveal 

how the rights to communicate with a lawyer was breached for the majority of them, thus 
denying them right to defence. The investigations records reveal how the prosecution 
began interrogating them directly in the absence of lawyers for reasons that have not been 
sufficiently substantiated. The prosecution started the interrogation with 91 out of 192 
detained defendants in the absence of lawyers who could submit appropriate defenses, 
by citing a number of reasons, mostly revolving around “a state of necessity” and “fear of 
losing evidence” or “the syndicate is closed”, not to mention that the records show that 
lawyers who were present with defendants in their interrogation sessions were assigned 
and not privately hired - 60 out of 86 defendants-. 
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Through starting interrogations with the defendants in the absence of lawyers, 
the prosecution violates rights guaranteed to the people by local laws and international 
covenants, the most important of which: 

• Principle 11 of the body of Principles related to Protection of All Persons 
under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment stipulates that: “a detained person 
shall have the right to defend himself or to be assisted by counsel as prescribed 
by law.”21

• Article 54 of the amended Egyptian Constitution provides that: “All persons 
whose liberty is restricted shall be immediately informed of the reasons for this 
and shall be informed of their rights in writing and shall be able to contact their 
families and lawyers immediately.”22

In providing some examples of the aforementioned violation, we refer to Imbaba Cell 
case where the prosecution started the preliminary investigation session with defendant 
“Mohamed Hamdy Zaki Mohamed” dated September 10, 2014 in the absence of his lawyer 
citing a “state of necessity” as a reason. It also initiated its interrogation with defendant 
“Fathy Deyaa Mohamed” in the case of State of Giza date April 10, 2016 in the absence of 
a lawyer as the “syndicate was closed”, as for the defendant “Islam Mohamed Abdeen” in 
the case of Al-Khosous Ambush, the prosecution justified starting the investigation dated 
October 30, 2016 without lawyers as it “feared the loss of evidence” which is the same 
reason it cited with the defendant “Mohamed Mahmoud Ahmed Darwish” in the same case.

It is crucial to enable defendants in seeking the services of lawyers as they alone 
cannot be aware of the charges, facts and evidence of innocence, especially because of 
the circumstances of their detention, which is the role of the lawyer. Thus, the absence of 
a lawyer during the interrogation of the defendants counts as one of the most important 
violations that undermine the guarantees to a fair trial.

• Disregarding and delaying forensic referrals
Through reviewing the prosecution’s decisions in the investigations records, we find 

that the prosecution has ignored most of the defendants’ allegations of torture. It has also 
delayed referring many of them to the department of forensic medicine as to ascertain the 
truth of the allegations of torture or to know whether there are torture marks on their 
bodies.

The documents reveal how the prosecution disregarded referring around 45 defendants 
out of 83 detainees to the forensics, all of whom claimed in the interrogation sessions being 
subjected to torture. While the prosecution decided to refer no less than 38 defendants to 
the forensic medicine after periods of time have elapsed since their claims of being subjected 
to torture or since they or their lawyers requested the medical examination, which explains 
the negative results in the forensic reports of 19 defendants, which could not prove the 
violations they had been subjected to before the investigation.

21 Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/detentionorimprisonment.aspx
22 The Egyptian Constitution, https://manshurat.org/node/14675 
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Owseem 
Case

Imbaba 
cell

Wael 
Tahoun

State 
of Giza

South 
of 
Zagzig

Al-   
Khousous 
Ambush

Detained
Defendants

33 15 3 14 19 40 11 41 4 12

Defendants 
subjected to 
torture

20 4 0 8 13 25 5 1 2 5

Through its disregard and delay of forensic referrals after claims of torture by 
defendants, the prosecution violates rights guaranteed to the people by local laws and 
international covenants, the most important of which:

• Article 12 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which Egypt is signatory to, stipulates that: 
“Each State Party shall ensure that its competent authorities proceed to a prompt 
and impartial investigation, wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that 
an act of torture has been committed in any territory under its jurisdiction.”23

• Article 55 of the Egyptian Constitution provides that: “All those who are 
apprehended, respected or have their freedom restricted will be treated in a way 
that preserves their dignity. They may not be tortured, terrorized, or coerced. They 
may not be physically or mentally harmed, or arrested and confined in designated 
locations that are appropriate according to humanitarian and health standards. 
The state will provide means of access for those with disabilities. Any violation 
of the above is a crime and the perpetrator shall be punished under the law. The 
accused possesses the right to remain silent. Any statement that is proven to have 
been given by the detainee under pressure of any of that which is stated above, 
or the threat of such, will be considered null and void.”24

23 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. https://www.ohchr.org/en/pro-
fessionalinterest/pages/cat.aspx
24 The Egyptian constitution, previous footnote
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• According to Articles 440, 429 of the Public Prosecution’s Instructions, 
the investigating authorities are committed to conduct medical examination of 
persons injured in criminal cases, including the defendants, in order to acquire 
a detailed description of the injury, its cause, date of occurrence, and the device 
used in making it. In the case of torture, when the investigator sees marks on the 
body of the accused which indicate that he may be tortured, then the referral of 
the accused to forensic medicine is evident, same applies in the event that the 
accused claims to have been subjected to any form of torture.

Examples of these violations are revealed through the forensic report of the defendant 
“Muhammad Yahya al-Shahat” in the case of Supporters of Shariah which shows the date 
of the conducting the medical examination on June 15, 2014, about a month after he was 
allegedly tortured at his interrogation session on May 14, 2014. The marks on the forearms 
and back may be caused by the tight fitting of the handcuffs on his wrists or by a soft thin 
object, according to the description of the report.

As for the defendant “Mohamed Youssef Abo Bakr”  in the case of blowing up churches, 
he was examined at least 14 days after claims of being subjected to torture during the period 
of his disappearance, which was noted down in the interrogation session dated January 23, 
2017, which has resulted in the report negating torture as it had been a long period since it 
took place.

While the prosecution proved marks of torture during its contest for “Mahmoud 
Khalifa”, the defendant’s body in the Imbaba Cell case, saying: “We examined the exposed 
body parts of the defendant and we found a small blue bruise underneath his left eye, as 
well as traces of circular wounds around his wrist… he reported that the bruise underneath 
his eye was caused by beating right after his arrest and that the circular traces around his 
wrists were the result of the iron shackles that he was handcuffed with,” but the prosecution 
did not refer him to forensic medicine for examination in order to ascertain the cause of the 
marks on his body.

As for the case of Owseem Cell, Defendant “Mahmoud Khaled” has waived medical 
examination after 13 days of the prosecution proving marks of torture on his body during 
its contest. The prosecution recounts in its counterpart at the interrogation session dated 
May 3, 2015: “He is bruised in his left eye and injured in both his right and left knees.” 
This was confirmed by the prosecution in its session of May 26, 2015 during the general 
examination of the defendant’s body, where it proved that: “We found a hematoma under 
his left eye and injuries in both left and right knees. When we asked him about these injuries, 
he replied that he was blindfolded. We also found that a bruise in his left eye.” Although 
the prosecution proved the torture twice in two subsequent sessions, it did not refer him 
to forensic medicine to ascertain the fact that he was tortured until he waived his request 
to undergo a medical examination under the pretext of not knowing the identity of those 
who beat him.

The prosecution’s disregard and delay of referring the defendants to forensic 
examination raises questions as to the extent of its independence and impartiality, ignoring 
the statements of the defendants about being subjected to torture and ignoring their 
repeated requests to be examined by the forensic makes them accomplices to the violations 
the defendants endured. 

• Poor Prison Conditions

According to the prosecution’s interrogation of 192 defendants 
detained in the 10 cases of interest, many of them were subjected to 
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Number of prisoners who 
lodged complaints regarding 
their poor prison conditions

various violations during their period of detention in various prisons. This 
is reflected in the complaints they lodged during the renewal of their 
imprisonment, regarding their suffering from health deterioration and 
food conditions, their solitary confinement and their deprivation of their 
rights to outdoor exercises, visitation, and the arbitrariness they counter in 
pursuing their studies, in addition to the ill-treatment and overcrowding 
in the cells.

Deterioration 
of health 
conditions

Solitary 
Confinement

Deprivation 
of the right 
to exercise

Deprivation 
of visits

Arbitrariness 
in pursuing 
studies

Deterioration of 
food condition

11 14 19 10 9 9

Poor 
ventilation

Cruel 
treatment

Overcrowding 
in prison cells

11 11 19

The authorities in prison violate the rights of defendants guaranteed by local laws and 
international conventions, most important of which: 

• Rule 1 of the Nelson Mandela Rules(Minimum Standard of Rule for the 
Treatment of Prisoners) provides that “All prisoners shall be treated with the 
respect due to their inherent dignity and value as human beings. No prison shall 
be subjected to, and all prisoners will be protected from, torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, for which no circumstances 
whatever may be invoked as a justification. The safety and security of prisoners, 
staff, service providers and visitors will be ensured at all times.”25

• Article 56 of the Egyptian Constitution which stipulates that “Prisons and 
detention centers shall be subject to judicial oversight. All that which violates the 
dignity of the person and or endangers his health is forbidden.”26

As an example for the poor health conditions in prison we refer to a complaint by 
defendant “AbdelRahman Hassan Ahmed Mubarak” in case of blowing up churches during 
a renewal session dated May 28, 2017: “I want to say that I was examined at the prison’s 
hospital and they said that their facilities could not treat me, I need a hospital where I can 
get my medical treatment which is for the kidneys, I was following up with the kidneys and 
urinary tract hospital in Mansoura… I need to go to this hospital as my health condition is 
very bad.”

As for “Anas Mostafa Hussein Mahmoud ElBahansawi”, defendant in the Imababa Cell 
case, in one of his detention renewal sessions he complained of being deprived of outdoor 
exercise in prison as well as deprived of his right to visits to the extent that he could not see 
his mother or father, he added that they went on a food strike to protest the conditions of 
prison. 

Regarding the conditions of food, ventilation and ill-treatment inside prison, “Ibrahim 

25 Nelson Mandela Rules (Minimum Standard Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners)  http://www.un.org/ar/events/mandeladay/man-
dela_rules.shtml 
26 The Egyptian Constitution, Previous reference.
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Moatamed” defendant in the case of Wael Tahoun, complained at the renewal of his 
detention on July 22, 2015 saying: “I request my release and I am aggrieved by the absence 
of visitation and outdoor exercise rights and the lack of toilet flushes, small quantities 
of food which is already unsuitable, as well as the ill-treatment of the officers. I demand 
communication with my family.” 

Which was confirmed by “Mohamed Bahy ElDin Shamroukh”, his colleague in the same 
case, who said: “I demand my release and I want to say that the situation in the Scorpion 
Prison is very bad… last Saturday they assaulted us by beating.” Conclusion and 

Recommendations
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Conclusion and 
Recommendations

There are many questions triggered by Egypt’s continued expansion in the use of 
mass executions in cases of a political nature, especially with the recent increasing pace of 
implementation of these verdicts, after trials that are characterized as lacking the most basic 
standards of fair trial, casting doubt on the authorities’ use of this penalty as a means of 
settling political accounts or retaliation in the name of law.

The majority of the defendants in the 10  execution cases have been subjected to serious 
violations of rights guaranteed by local laws, the Constitution and international covenants; 
primarily the right to a fair trial, as they were subjected to enforced disappearances for 
varying periods in police and military headquarters where they were tortured and subjected 
to various forms of physical and psychological abuse, which the prosecution did not address 
through any actions in most cases, as no investigations of these violations took place, in 
addition to ignoring the allegations of torture and procrastination in referring the defendants 
to forensic medicine as to identify the causes of injuries they suffered, in addition to starting 
interrogation with most of them in the absence of their lawyers.

Accordingly, the Egyptian Front for Human Rights recommends the following to 
the Egyptian Authorities:-

• Suspending the implementation of all executions and holding this irreversible 
punishment until a societal dialogue takes place regarding freezing or halting the 
death penalty.

• Adhering to international standards stipulated in international human rights 
law relating to fair trial guarantees, which provides for ensuring the protection of 
all rights of the defendants, especially those facing the death penalty.

• Reviewing dozens of Egyptian laws relating to the death penalty and repealing 
amendments issued after July 2013 such as Decree no. 136 of 2014 and amendments 
to the Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, which reduced the rights of 
the defendants to a fair trial. 

• Opening independent investigations with the authorities responsible for 
violations committed against the defendants during the course of proceedings 
starting from their arrest until issuing the verdict, headed by reviewing acts of the 
control authority. And ensuring that the investigating and prosecuting authorities are 
committed to their role in verifying the defendant’s’ allegations of being subjected 
to violations.
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